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Hello everyone.   

All the news this past month seems to have been about Paypal and eBay and the Olympics. You will no 

doubt have read the informative emails our Chairman has sent out regarding Paypal/eBay so I will not 

write too much about this topic. It may be boring you as much as it bores me. That is not to say I don’t 

take it seriously. I do. I just find it all  somewhat frustrating when the powers that be in government or 

regulatory circles seem to take such little interest and even less action to stop what I think of as third  

line forcing. 

Is there anything we can really do?  Well we can write to the various representative bodies as Ken has 

pointed out in his various emails.  

More importantly, what will be the impact on your sales on eBay. I have written my views in the past so 

won’t repeat again. Interestingly, I sold 9 lots on eBay this past month. All paid with Paypal, which for 

me is convenient.  I do offer direct bank to bank transfer for buyers in Australia and I would like to con-

tinue to be able to do that. I suspect that form of payment is popular within country.   The  banking 

system is set up to handle such payments these days and it is of course considerably cheaper than a 

Paypal payment given the Paypal fees one incurs. Since most of my buyers — from what little I do sell —

are from overseas, Paypal is a convenient payment method for me I have to say. 

Out of mundane interest  I joined Paypal when there were 5 million members. I think there are 163 

million or thereabouts now. Pretty successful operation. I know there are complaints. But one always 

hears about the complaints doesn’t one. There must by many many millions of perfectly correct trans-

actions every day.   So to close this subject for the time being — lets just see what unfolds with the 

passage of time — if you do feel strongly about what I think is generally agreed to be anti competitive 

behaviour by eBay / Paypal, write to the various government and regulatory bodies.  

To stamps  then.    One of the new issue announcements I read about this month was the Royal Mail 

Christmas issue.  Six of the issue are shown below. My view — very entertaining.    For some perverse 

reason I like them. I don’t think they are good stamp design by any stretch of the imagination — not as 

boring old me thinks of stamp design, but then I am sorting GB GV, GV1 and Wildings which I think are  

stamps  and not pretty stickers  — must move with the times mustn’t I    Anyway. What entertains me 

more than the pictures is the use of 

the word “Large” on two of the 

stamps.  

What is next I wonder .  

Ha ha ha ha 

Yes you guessed it — STAMP    

Best wishes,  Oh, and don’t feel shy 

about writing to me with ideas or arti-

cles for the Newsletter     

Michael 

michaelatipda@gmail.com 
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Couldn’t resist showing you this  eBay listing. They do occasionally pop up. Something more to amuse. Although to be honest I 
think it wrong that eBay allows it to be listed, but then again I guess it is buyer beware, oh yes, and eBay do get a listing fee and 
probably lots of hits which might just go elsewhere  and be productive for them.  Anyway, Enjoy. 

 

   E B A Y  A G A I N — B U T  A  S P E C I A L  L I S T I N G  
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   W H E R E  A R E  Y O U R  S A L E S  G O I N G  

Following on from the above,  How about I be a bit contentious  for a change. 
Maybe get someone writing to me. Tell me off even. Or agree with me. 

I wonder if you are losing sales opportunities to the cowboys selling stamps on 
these free auction sites?  I use the word cowboys after much thought. These are 
people that from what I can tell, know squat all about stamps. Cannot describe 
them correctly, not quality, condition or even Cat reference, or in many cases 
with no cat reference at all.  Often these sellers list hundreds of stamps..   I mean 
hundreds of single stamps. Stamps catalogued at 5c, or 5p or whatever. Of no 
value.  Stamps I’d give away in my Children's Corner to help new collectors get 
started.  

And this type of material is being sold it would seem. Some sellers I see have 
over 10,000 feedbacks to their name. Many in the thousands.  Ok free world and 
everyone is entitled to make a buck. But what about the buyers. Are these poor 
fools paying lets say 9c for a stamp plus postage getting ripped off?  Yes in my 
view, but then I guess if you want to fill a space then why not. Except how can you 
have a space for such common and I mean really common stamps.  I guess I 
could argue with myself for ever on this but lets look at what is being sold.  Just five examples. 

What do you see?  Damaged stamps, a badly damaged stamp and one, the  GV I 1937—47 
definitive, which, ignoring the short perfs, is ok, but listed at 9c with $2.50 postage. Ok the 
seller says will combine lots bought in same week, but even so, why would you buy this or 
equivalent as a single.  I remember as kid of about 8 or 9 years old I visited a stamp shop in 
the high street near where my grandfather lived in Edinburgh and the excitement of buying 
one of this and one of that to start to build my collection. Fortunately I didn’t have to pay post-
age and fortunately I had an adult with me to make sure I was not buying damaged stamps. 
Although the shop would not have sold damaged stamps I am pretty confident of that. The 
internet has changed that and anyone can sell a stamp now. Qualified, semi qualified, or just 
a responsible  collector selling responsibly, or someone with none of the above.    

So where does this all lead to — Promote membership of the IPDA.  Think about it please.  Promote it to your buyers., This will 
help us all I am sure. These buyers are lost buyers to you.   And finally, if I ever see one of the sellers of these stamps apply to 
the IPDA for membership I will not be voting to accept them.   Got an opinion  email me  at Michael   - michaelatipda@gmail.com 

 

  

  

http://tinyurl.com/58tct3



 The Olympics are over.  Ok how many never watched a minute of the Games?  OK that is two of us.  I teasingly wrote last month 
that I was not that interested. Well I guess I wasn’t after all.  I did read the news reports, and occasionally I saw some highlights 
on the BBC World News, and I did follow how many Golds South Korea was winning, oh yes and Great Britain and Australia. But 
that is a far as my involvement with the Games went.     I did buy a sheet of the South Korean stamp I showed a copy of last 
month. Here is the sheet. Thought you might like to see it. 

 

Another Issue, again from Royal Mail is the 
Olympic Handover MS.  You’ve maybe seen 
this.  Although since a lot of our members are 
from countries other than Great Britain I 
thought I’d show this as well.   

My real reason for showing it is to pass my 
view about it.   I wrote about the stamps last 
month you may recall.   

Here we have  typical Royal Mail tactic,   reis-
sue a set of stamps and overprint with some-
thing.  Time honoured tradition it seems.  But 
this time I think they got it wrong.   What is 
your view? I guess I will pass final judgment 
when I see the stamps as maybe the scan 
does not do the overprint justice. It just looks 
so clumsy to me. In contrast to the quality 
and success of the Great Britain team.  

O L YM P I C  S T A M P S  
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THE COMIC SIDE OF SCHOOL LIFE. H. J. Barker 1887. 

 “Nobody could be happy in the world except for the useful gentlemen what we call the postman. For how would you 

know whether those aunts and uncles of your who live right across the fields and rivers was dead if the gentlemen did-

n’t bring an envelope with black all round? You would think they are still alive and you’d keep on all writing to them. 

That is why postman all are little thin men without beards, cuz they have to keep on walking quick all day. They are not 

dressed up sp fine as soldiers’ cuz they haven’t to go and fight acrost the seas. You never see postmen fight, not even 

with their fists,, cuz they haven’t got no time with 

all those letters to take round.  I don’t think post-

men dare even fight boys cuz when me and 

some boys was a looking at a postman unlock-

ing a  pillar box and one of the boys pushed his 

head on the hole and we all run away: he would-

n’t even run after us but only told a policeman 

he was frightened our way past us but jumped 

on a tramway and shammed not to see us”. 

 Note: Spelling and grammar as per original.  

 Thanks to our Secretary,  Alan Devine,  for   

sharing this with us. And the picture of “the 

Inland Letter Office”  circa 1844. 

 

 F R O M  T H E  P A S T   
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 C L O S I N G  R E M A R K S  

I don’t really have any closing remarks to be perfectly honest with you.  

As I always say, I hope to hear from you.   Write me, tell me what  you are find-

ing in the stamp world. Tell me of new issues, anything that you think others 

might like to know about.   Enjoy your stamps, your stamp business and your 

stamp colleagues.   

And a final stamp — something special about this — something to do with the 

printing   I know none of you need a prize to motivate you to send me an email 

— but if you do send me an email and with the correct answer I’ll write your 

stamp site up on my blog during the month. Maybe get you some visitors.  

Best wishes, Michael michaelatipda@gmail.com 

 S P A C E  F I L L E R  

That topic title was a joke, ok.   I found these while sorting and 

soaking a rather large bag of Wilding definitives earlier today . 

Both GVI.  I was going to throw them out but then I thought I’d 

keep them. Hoarder that I am.   Anyone tell me anything about 

these —other than they are worthless :-) 

Michael 


